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Wiki Syntax for special characters seems to fail in 1.10 (I can get it in WYSIWYG). Thus, ~169~ no longer shows the copyright symbol.

The problem appears to lie in TikiLib - parse_data
if (!$simpleWiki && $prefs['feature_wysiwyg'] == 'n') {
	$this->parse_htmlchar($data);
}

Here's this issue - I have WYSIWYG set to Y, but NOT showing by default. It seems that the test should be whether WYSIWYG is actually showing - I have no idea what the variable is.
I replaced:
if (!$simple_wiki and $prefs\'feature_wysiwyg\' == \'n\') {
 $this->parse_htmlchar($data);
}

with:
if (!$simple_wiki and $_SESSION\'wysiwyg\' == \'n\') {
 $this->parse_htmlchar($data);
}

in tikilib=>parse_data and it appears to work.
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